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industrial banks are not depository
institutions within the meaning of the Act,
and therefore are not subject to the expedited
availability and disclosure requirements of
Subpart B. These banks do, however,
maintain accounts as defined in § 229.2(a),
and a paying bank returning a check to one
of these banks would be required to return
the check to the depositary bank, in
accordance with the requirements of this
section.
F. 229.30(f) Notice in Lieu of Return

1. A check that is lost or otherwise
unavailable for return may be returned by
sending a legible copy of both sides of the
check or, if such a copy is not available to
the paying bank, a written notice of
nonpayment containing the information
specified in § 229.33(b). The copy or written
notice must clearly indicate it is a notice in
lieu of return and must be handled in the
same manner as other returned checks.
Notice by telephone, telegraph, or other
electronic transmission, other than a legible
facsimile or similar image transmission of
both sides of the check, does not satisfy the
requirements for a notice in lieu of return.
The requirement for a writing and the
indication that the notice is a substitute for
the returned check is necessary so that the
returning and depositary banks are informed
that the notice carries value. Notice in lieu
of return is permitted only when a bank does
not have and cannot obtain possession of the
check or must retain possession of the check
for protest. A check is not unavailable for
return if it is merely difficult to retrieve from
a filing system or from storage by a keeper
of checks in a truncation system. A notice in
lieu of return may be used by a bank
handling a returned check that has been lost
or destroyed, including when the original
returned check has been charged back as lost
or destroyed as provided in § 229.35(b). A
bank using a notice in lieu of return gives a
warranty under § 229.34(a)(4) that the
original check has not been and will not be
returned.

2. The requirement of this paragraph
supersedes the requirement of U.C.C. 4–
301(a) as to the form and information
required of a notice of dishonor or
nonpayment. Reference in the regulation and
this commentary to a returned check
includes a notice in lieu of return unless the
context indicates otherwise.

3. The notice in lieu of return is subject to
the provisions of § 229.30 and is treated like
a returned check for settlement purposes. If
the original check is over $2,500, the notice
of nonpayment under § 229.33 is still
required, but may be satisfied by the notice
in lieu of return if the notice in lieu meets
the time and information requirements of
§ 229.33.

4. If not all of the information required by
§ 229.33(b) is available, the paying bank may
make a claim against any prior bank handling
the check as provided in § 229.35(b).
G. 229.30(g) Reliance on Routing Number

1. Although § 229.35 and Appendix D
require that the depositary bank indorsement
contain its nine-digit routing number, it is
possible that a returned check will bear the
routing number of the depositary bank in

fractional, nine-digit, or other form. This
paragraph permits a paying bank to rely on
the routing number of the depositary bank as
it appears on the check (in the depositary
bank’s indorsement) when it is received by
the paying bank.

2. If there are inconsistent routing
numbers, the paying bank may rely on any
routing number designating the depositary
bank. The paying bank is not required to
resolve the inconsistency prior to processing
the check. The paying bank remains subject
to the requirement to act in good faith and
use ordinary care under § 229.38(a).

XVII. Section 229.31 Returning Bank’s
Responsibility for Return of Checks
A. 229.31(a) Return of Checks

1. The standards for return of checks
established by this section are similar to
those for paying banks in § 229.30(a). This
section requires a returning bank to return a
returned check expeditiously if it agrees to
handle the returned check for expeditious
return under this paragraph. In effect, the
returning bank is an agent or subagent of the
paying bank and a subagent of the depositary
bank for the purposes of returning the check.

2. A returning bank agrees to handle a
returned check for expeditious return to the
depositary bank if it:

a. Publishes or distributes availability
schedules for the return of returned checks
and accepts the returned check for return;

b. Handles a returned check for return that
it did not handle for forward collection; or

c. Otherwise agrees to handle a returned
check for expeditious return.

3. Two-day/four-day test. As in the case of
a paying bank, a returning bank’s return of
a returned check is expeditious if it meets
either of two tests. Under the ‘‘two-day/four-
day’’ test, the check must be returned so that
it would normally be received by the
depositary bank by 4:00 p.m. either two or
four business days after the check was
presented to the paying bank, depending on
whether or not the paying bank is located in
the same check processing region as the
depositary bank. This is the same test as the
two-day/four-day test applicable to paying
banks. (See Commentary to § 229.30(a).)
While a returning bank will not have first
hand knowledge of the day on which a check
was presented to the paying bank, returning
banks may, by agreement, allocate with
paying banks liability for late return based on
the delays caused by each. In effect, the two-
day/four day test protects all paying and
returning banks that return checks from
claims that they failed to return a check
expeditiously, where the check is returned
within the specified time following
presentment to the paying bank, or a later
time as would result from unforeseen delays.

4. Forward collection test.
a. The ‘‘forward collection’’ test is similar

to the forward collection test for paying
banks. Under this test, a returning bank must
handle a returned check in the same manner
that a similarly situated collecting bank
would handle a check of similar size drawn
on the depositary bank for forward
collection. A similarly situated bank is a
bank (other than a Federal Reserve Bank) that
is of similar asset size and check handling

activity in the same community. A bank has
similar check handling activity if it handles
a similar volume of checks for forward
collection as the forward collection volume
of the returning bank.

b. Under the forward collection test, a
returning bank must accept returned checks,
including both qualified and other returned
checks (‘‘raw returns’’), at approximately the
same times and process them according to
the same general schedules as checks
handled for forward collection. Thus, a
returning bank generally must process even
raw returns on an overnight basis, unless its
time limit is extended by one day to convert
a raw return to a qualified returned check.

5. Cut-off hours. A returning bank may
establish earlier cut-off hours for receipt of
returned checks than for receipt of forward
collection checks, but the cut-off hour for
returned checks may not be earlier than 2:00
p.m. The returning bank also may set
different sorting requirements for returned
checks than those applicable to other checks.
Thus, a returning bank may allow itself more
processing time for returns than for forward
collection checks. All returned checks
received by a cut-off hour for returned checks
must be processed and dispatched by the
returning bank by the time that it would
dispatch forward collection checks received
at a corresponding forward collection cut-off
hour that provides for the same or faster
availability for checks destined for the same
depositary banks.

6. Examples.
a. If a returning bank receives a returned

check by its cut-off hour for returned checks
on Monday and the depositary bank and the
returning bank are participants in the same
clearinghouse, the returning bank should
arrange to have the returned check received
by the depositary bank by Tuesday. This
would be the same day that it would deliver
a forward collection check drawn on the
depositary bank and received by the
returning bank at a corresponding forward
collection cut-off hour on Monday.

b. i. If a returning bank receives a returned
check, and the returning bank normally
would collect a forward collection check
drawn on the depositary bank by sending the
forward collection check to a correspondent
or a Federal Reserve Bank by courier, the
returning bank could send the returned check
in the same manner if the correspondent has
agreed to handle returned checks
expeditiously under § 229.31(a). The
returning bank would have to deliver the
check by the correspondent’s or Federal
Reserve Bank’s cut-off hour for returned
checks that corresponds to its cut-off hour for
forward collection checks drawn on the
depositary bank. A returning bank may take
a day to convert a check to a qualified
returned check. Where the forward collection
checks are delivered by courier, mailing the
returned checks would not meet the duty
established by this section for returning
banks.

ii. A returning bank must return a check to
the depositary bank by courier or other
means as fast as a courier, if similarly
situated returning banks use couriers to
deliver their forward collection checks to the
depositary bank.


